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Bedrock Learning Receives CAQC for CEA-CompTIA DHTI+ Certification Training
Holland, MI –Bedrock Learning, Inc., a globally recognized leader in digital home technology
training, announced their full-day CEA–CompTIA DHTI+ Review Workshop now bears the CAQC
(CompTIA Authorized Quality Curriculum) logo and is formally approved by CompTIA.
A CAQC logo indicates the training materials fully cover all CompTIA certification objectives and
also meet instructional design criteria. The CAQC process involves submitting content to a thirdparty body of industry experts for stringent evaluation. CAQC approved training material is
required for use in many CompTIA training environments
The interactive review workshop passed the assessment with flying colors. The robust workbook
with full-color graphics and the interactive testing throughout the workshop make this training
stand out. This approval, the first awarded for the DHTI+ certification, cements Bedrock
Learning’s reputation as the leading resource of essential knowledge for the digital technology
industry and certification.
“It is exciting to see our industry grow and the qualified professionals acknowledged. At Bedrock
Learning we focus on providing best-in-class training and preparation for certification. This review
workshop is perfect for anyone in the industry wanting to verify their skill set by earning
certification,” said Helen Heneveld, President of Bedrock Learning. “CEA TechHome and CompTIA
do an excellent job serving the industry and we are proud to have our curriculum validated with
this approval.”
The workshops are led by CEA-CompTIA DHTI+ Certified instructors with extensive field and
industry experience. All six domains of the CEA-CompTIA DHTI+ objectives are covered.
Incorporated into the live training is a real-time student assessment tool, at the end of each
Domain review section questions test the students on their knowledge and the tool provides
immediate individual feedback. Students and instructors benefit as this instantly reveals topics in
need of further discussion. For knowledge areas requiring more in-depth training, Bedrock
Learning also offers online courses, available 24/7. Topics include structured wiring, whole house
audio, home theater, and home networking.
“The worlds of consumer electronics and information technology are converging in the connected
home of the 21st century,” said Neill Hopkins, vice president, skills development, CompTIA.
“Technicians must have skills in both worlds to provide the product installation, integration,
service, and support that consumers need to fully enjoy a connected home lifestyle. The training
offered by Bedrock Learning is preparing home technology professionals to meet the staffing
needs of a growing industry.”
Designed by industry veterans and subject matter experts, the review workshop covers the
critical areas for passing the certification exam. Dates and locations are available at
www.bedrocklearning.com. To ensure quality instruction, workshop size is limited to 30
participants. Private delivery of the workshop is also available.
About Bedrock Learning, Inc.
Bedrock Learning is a globally recognized leader in digital home technology training and business
support products. Through online courses, live workshops, and seminars, students have access to
comprehensive training and preparation for certification, including the CEA-CompTIA DHTI+
certification. The company’s full-color printed books and materials, along with unique business
support tools provide the materials for success in the industry. To learn more, visit
www.bedrocklearning.com or call 616.335.6206.

About CEA-CompTIA Digital Home Technology Integrator (DHTI+)
DHTI+ is the cross-industry standard credential for those working in the digital home. CEACompTIA DHTI+ certifies that individuals have the skills and knowledge to configure, integrate,
maintain, troubleshoot, and comprehend the basic design concepts of electronic and digital home
systems. The target candidate could work in a variety of industries and positions related to home
technology, including technology integrators, security system technicians, cable, satellite,
telecommunications, and A/V installers, electricians and network administrators. CompTIA
recommends individuals have 18-24 months experience in some area of home integration
technology. Learn more at www.comptia.org.

